Not Enough SPACE in Your Classroom?

Join us on a FIELD TRIP

SIX hours of Professional Development presented by

Rice Space Institute, Rice University

and

Redd School

Explore Mercury, view the Night sky, experience the Discovery Dome, learn about Space Weather, and more. This trip is guaranteed to boost your content knowledge of space science.

Return to Earth (your classroom) with complete curriculum modules and resources.

GT credit: 3 hours CGI Strategies/2 hours Differentiated Curriculum/1 hour Space Science

Date: Saturday, January 22, 2005
Time: 8:30am - 3:00pm
Cost: $8.00, lunch provided
Location: Redd School Campus
4820 Strack Rd.
Houston, 77069

Space is limited!

For reservation information, Contact:
Lollie Garay
MESSENGER Educator Fellow
281-440-3225, Ext. 106 OR lgaray440@yahoo.com